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I. STATEMENT OF WHY THIS CASE IS ONE OF PUBLIC
AND GREAT GENERAL INTEREST

This case presents a matter of public and great general interest because it subjects

parties who mutually agree to arbitrate their disputes in the Eighth Appellate District to

contract interpretations that eviscerate the liberal presumption favoring arbitration

established by the Ohio General Assembly and adopted by this Court and the United

States Supreme Court, and because it presents this Court, in a case of first impression,

with the opportunity to consider a federal doctrine specifying that "permissive" language

does not render mandatory arbitration agreements unenforceable.

In a split decision, the Cuyahoga County Court of Appeals held that an employee's

age discrimination action need not be stayed pending arbitration, even when it is

undisputed that the claim is covered by an effective arbitration agreement. The

majority's reasoning is this: "Permissive" language in some sections of an employee

brochure that describes a broad spectrum of available internal and external resolution

procedures, precludes the employer from enforcing the mandatory, external arbitration

procedure included as the final stage of the available proceedings and governed by a

separate written policy. The majority concludes that the "permissive" language in the

general brochure controls even though the arbitration policy does not contain

"permissive" language, and even though the employee plaintiff in this case

a.,k.^-•ovdedged, b efore part;ripu.tine in an external mediation of his age discrimination

claim, that:



I UNDERSTAND THAT IF THE DISPUTE IS NOT
RESOLVED AT MEDIATION, IT SHALL BE SUBJECT
TO ARBITRATION UNDER THE EMPLOYMENT
DISPUTE MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION POLICY,
AND THAT SUCH ARBITRATION SHALL SERVE AS
THE EXCLUSIVE, FINAL AND BINDING
RESOLUTION OF THE DISPUTE TO THE FULLEST
EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW.

This Court has unequivocally held that because "[b]oth the Ohio General

Assembly and Ohio courts have expressed a strong public policy favoring arbitration,

*** all doubts should be resolved in its favor". Hayes v. Oakridge Home (2009), 122

Ohio St.3d 63, 415. When the particular claim asserted is age discrimination, as here, this

Court has further noted that the General Assembly has "expressed the intent ***`to

prefer arbitration over other remedies when arbitration is available.°" Meyer v. United

Parcel Service, Inc. (2009), 122 Ohio St.3d 104, 450, quoting Dworning v. Euclid (2008),

119 Ohio St.3d 83, 441.

The decision below, however, exemplifies an aberrant rule of law in the Eighth

Appellate District that disregards established law and public policy. The decision allows

courts to trump mandatory arbitration provisions in an Employment Dispute Mediation

and Arbitration Policy ("Arbitration Policy") - a policy that is limited to allegations of

unlawful or wrongful terminations and discrimination - with "permissive" language in a

Problem Resolution Procedures brochure ("Resolution Procedures") that describes

gradUated 3nternai and e-xte"inal dispute res,i-ution i.- echa. s::-s for a-broa.d-£peetr„_m_nf

employee complaints.
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As the dissenting opinion points out (App. Op. (dissent), Appx., A-17-18, at 435),

the plaintiff employee in this case "pursued every step" of the progressive procedures set

forth in the Resolutions Procedures, through mediation governed by the Arbitration

Policy. The form the employee signed to invoke external mediation expressly

acknowledged the applicability of the Arbitration Policy to mediation, and that absent

success at mediation, the dispute would be subject to final and binding arbitration.

Further, the Arbitration Policy itself explains, under the heading "WAIVER OF

EMPLOYEES' RIGHTS TO UTILIZE OTHER LEGAL PROCEDURES FOR

RESOLVING DISPUTES," that absent the Policy, employees dissatisfied with the results

of the internal Resolutions Procedures "would need to initiate legal proceedings," with

their attendant "delays and expensive legal costs," and that in exchange for that benefit,

the company and its employees have agreed "to waive any right they may have to utilize

any other legal procedures for resolving disputes, including but not limited to the right to

sue in court or have a jury trial." (Id., A-18, at 41138-39.)

By ignoring the employee's agreement to waive legal proceedings in exchange for

the right to paiticipate in proceedings under the Arbitration Policy, the majority is not

simply wrong; the rule thereby established essentially forecloses employers in the Eighth

District from according this benefit for its workers. Employers are placed on the horns of

a dilemma: Either drop voluntary dispute resolution procedures that an employee "may"

use - with the consequence that an employee loses an avenue to voice legitimate

complaints not involving an alleged violation of law - or absorb the expense of



requiring arbitration for every dispute, no matter how trivial or mundane. Faced with this

choice, the likely effect of the Eighth District's holding will be the elimination of

voluntary dispute resolution procedures that an employee "may" use. This could, in turn,

increase employment and litigation costs for employers and employees alike, further

weakening an already fragile Ohio economy. Such a result benefits no one and furthers

no identifiable policy.

The likelihood of such a result is particularly acute given that the present case

represents an attempt by Defendant-Appellant The Sherwin-Williams Company

("Sherwin-Williams") to cure deficiencies the Eighth District found in an earlier version

of the Company's Resolution Procedures. In 2003, the Eighth District considered

Sherwin-Williams' one-page Resolution Procedures and held that use of the word "may"

in the document "arguably made it seem optional[.]" Hardwick v. Sherwin-Williams Co.,

8th Dist. No. 81575, 2003-Ohio-656, 414. Sherwin-Williams thereafter substantially

expanded its Resolution Procedures and drafted an Arbitration Policy that is

unequivocally mandatory. Invoking its Hardwick decision, however, the majority in this

case held that Sherwin-Williams' continuing use of permissive language in a multi-page

brochure describing internal dispute resolution procedures for a broad range of disputes,

trumped mandatory language in a separate Arbitration Policy limited to a narrow

category disputes - "for cause" termination, discrimination or retaliation charges, or

other disputes relating to termination which allege a violation of law.
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There is no conflict between these two descriptions; it is grammatically and legally

accurate to use "may" to describe the voluntary Resolution Procedures applicable to a

broad class of employment disputes as optional, while simultaneously confirming that

those claims covered by the Arbitration Policy "shall" be subject to mandatory and

binding arbitration. But even if use of "may" and "shall" in the Resolution Procedures

did give rise to an ambiguity, any such ambiguity should be resolved in favor of

arbitration.

The Eighth District rule is even more incongruous when viewed in light of federal

law and policy that ambiguity, including any perceived ambiguities resulting from

permissive language in the arbitration clause itself, should be resolved in favor of

arbitration. See U.S. v. Bankers Ins. Co. (C.A.4, 2001), 245 F.3d 315, 320-21 (clause

stating that disputes "may" be submitted to arbitration provided for mandatory

arbitration).' State courts agree. Ruiz v. Sysco Food Serv. (2005), 122 Cal.App.4th 520,

532, 18 Cal.Rptr.3d 700 (rejecting argument "that there was no mandatory agreement to

arbitrate, due to the permissive `may' language"); MFA, Inc. v. HLW Builders, Inc.

' See, also, American. Italian Pasta Co. v. Austin Co. (C.A.8, 1990), 914 F.2d 1103
(arbitration mandatory under provision stating that dispute "may" be submitted to

arbitration); Conax Florida Corp. v. Astrium Ltd. (M.D.Fla. 2007), 499 F.Supp.2d 1287,

1297 ("Contrary to the plaintiff's contention, the word `may' does not give one party the
right to avoid arbitration"); Detroit Edison Co. v. Burlington Northern & Santa Fe

RailwayCo -(E.-D.-Micn.200tiJ, 442 t:Suplr.zd3o',-3-90-(eo..eeting--eases-ho.d-in-g"-t1:at.-

the word `may' in arbitration provisions does not make arbitration optional"); New York

Cross Harbor R.R. Terminal Corp. v. Consolidated Rail Corp. (E.D.N.Y. 1998), 72

F.Supp.2d 70, 76-77 (courts "have repeatedly rejected" the argument that inclusion of the
word "may" renders an arbitration clause ambiguous).
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(Mo.Ct.App. 2010), 303 S.W.3d 620, 624 ("The overwhelming authority from state and

federal courts throughout the nation supports the conclusion that the use of operative

language such as `may elect' does give rise to mandatory arbitration").

This Court has consistently followed federal arbitration law and policy in general,

and in Alexander v. Wells Fargo Financial 1, Inc. (2009), 122 Ohio St.3d 341, this Court

enforced an arbitration clause specifying that a party "may elect" to have certain claims

"resolved by binding arbitration." Id. at ¶¶12, 16. This Court has not, however, had the

opportunity to directly address the question of whether "may" in an arbitration provision

- or in the description of internal problem resolution procedures - renders the

arbitration clause unenforceable, or the line of federal cases resolving any such

ambiguities in favor of arbitration. This case presents that opportunity.

H. STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS

To resolve employee disputes, Sherwin-Williams adopted both its Problem

Resolution Procedures and a much narrower Employment Dispute Mediation and

Arbitration Policy. In general, the Resolution Procedures cover "the full range of

employment-related issues including, but not limited to, performance evaluations, job

assignment, disciplinary action, termination, promotion, equal opportunity (including

harassment based on race, sex, etc.)." Only certain statutory claims (e.g., ERISA claims,

workers' compensation claims, unemployment claims, OSHA claims, Fair Credit

Reporting Act claims, etc.) are excluded.
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For those disputes subject to the Resolution Procedures, a brochure given to

employees explains the four steps available to the employee:

. Step 1 "encourages," but does not require, an employee to resolve disputes
through proper communication with his or her supervisor during the normal

course of business.

. If the supervisor's response is unsatisfactory, Step 2 provides that an
employee "may ask" for a review of the challenged decision by higher
management through submission of an "Employee Complaint Form."

. If the employee is still not satisfied, Step 3 permits an employee to invoke a
further review by a three-member management panel by submitting an

"Employee Appeal Form."

. For certain covered disputes, an employee not satisfied with the Step 3

resolution may proceed to Step 4 -
mediation and/or arbitration,

The Resolution Procedures clarify that the final step of external mediation and/or

arbitration applies only to three types of disputes - "(1) disputes alleging that the

Company did not have cause for termination; (2) disputes regarding or relating to an

employee's termination which allege a violation of law; and (3) disputes regarding

discrimination or retaliation relating to an employee's termination or any other aspect of

employment, on a basis prohibited by law" - and that those disputes "shall be subject to

mediation and/or arbitration pursuant to" the Arbitration Policy.

The Arbitration Policy is a separate and related document. It provides (emphasis

added) that "[d]isputes covered by this policy * * * shall first be submitted to the internal

» c.h esot„tinn Pxocedures,_and that "[ijf such disputes are not resolved pursuant
stePs of ^.^R

to those internal steps, they shall be subject to mediation and/or arbitration under this

policy, which shali
serve as the exclusive, final and binding resolution of the dispute to
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the fullest extent permitted by law." It contains a list of covered disputes that tracks the

limited list in the Resolution Procedures, and alerts employees that, as a condition of their

continued employment, they give up their right to pursue an action in court:

The Company and its employees shall be deemed by virtue of
the employment and as a condition of employment, to have
agreed to the fullest extent permitted by law, to resolve
covered disputes through mediation and/or arbitration
pursuant to this policy, and to waive any right they may have
to utilize any other legal procedures for resolving disputes,
including but not limited to the right to sue in court or to have
a jury trial.z

Additionally, the Arbitration Policy provides that Sherwin-Williams will pay "the

applicable administrative fee" for initiating arbitration, that an employee will have "the

same burden of proof that would be applicable if the employee had brought the claim in

court," and that the Arbitrator is vested with "all powers" applicable.

The Resolution Procedures and the Arbitration Policy are communicated to

Sherwin-Williams employees at regular intervals through an Explanatory Notice. This

Notice reminds employees that arbitration is the exclusive, final and binding resolution

for covered disputes (emphasis added):

Z The Policy also explains that "nothing in this policy *** prevents employees from
-• ^4•..: f°;n

exercismg protected ngfits to file a charge o aUomgiaint or tU-°`cht^ w^se tl°a,L..,.pz^.,_..

any manner in investigations, hearings, or proceedings with * * * the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, state or local agencies handling discrimination claims, the
National Labor Relations Board, the Department of Labor or state or local agencies

handling wage and hour claims."
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The Procedures work hand-in-hand with the corporate
Employment Dispute Mediation and Arbitration Policy
(EDMAP). Disputes covered by the EDMAP that are not
satisfactorily resolved through the initial steps of the
procedures are subject to mediation and/or arbitration.
Arbitration serves as the exclusive, final and binding
resolution of the dispute to the fullest extent permitted by law.

Sherwin-Williams' corporate records confirm that Plaintiff-Appellee Gary Hyde reviewed

and acknowledged electronic versions of the Explanatory Notice that linked to complete

versions of the Resolution Procedures and the Arbitration Policy on three separate

occasions between August 2005 and February 2008.

Hyde was a long-time telecommunications industry employee with experience

negotiating cellular service contracts. He initiated the first step in the Resolution

Procedures in or around October 2008 to address alleged age "bias" in unfavorable

performance reviews, and fully participated in the Resolution Procedures. To request

mediation, Hyde executed an Appeal to Mediation form containing the acknowledgment

set forth supra, p. 2. After the mediation failed to resolve his claim, Hyde, through

counsel, completed and submitted an arbitration form. Because Hyde had filled in the

section describing the nature of the dispute as "Dispute with respect to performance

evaluation," instead of the arbitrable age discrimination dispute that the had mediated,

Sherwin-Williams asked Hyde to complete a new form. Rather than comply, Hyde filed

suit in the Cuyahoga County Court of Common Pleas against Sherwin-Williams and two

of its employees, James Mcllwee and Timothy White (collectively, "Sherwin-Williams").
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Invoking both the Federal Arbitration Act and R.C. 2711.02, Sherwin-Williams

filed a Motion to Stay Proceedings, requesting that Hyde's age discrimination lawsuit be

stayed pending resolution of that claim through arbitration under the Arbitration Policy.

The trial court denied Sherwin-Williams' motion for stay without analysis and, on

August 25, 2011, the Eighth District affirmed that denial in a 2-1 decision. The majority

acknowledged that Sherwin-Williams "obviously made some changes" to its Resolution

Procedures following the Eighth District's prior opinion in Hardwick, but held those

changes were insufficient to make arbitration mandatory under the Arbitration Policy

based on three occurrences of the word "may" in the Resolution Procedures._ (App. Op.,

A-10-12, at 4421-26.) Judge Cooney dissented. She explained that the "one-page

leaflet" analyzed in Hardwick in the context of a claim brought by plaintiffs who never

assented to the Resolution Procedures, presented "a far different scenario" that was

"easily distinguishable." Id., A-17-19, at 1135-40.

IIL ARGUMENT

Proposition of Law No. 1

Use of the word "may" in a comprehensive dispute
resolution procedure does not render arbitration
mandated by a separate policy optional or unenforceable.

The Federal Arbitration Act creates a body of federal substantive law applicable to

employment arbitration agreements claims based on state statutes, and preempts all

"state-law rules that stand as an obstacle to the accomplishment of the FAA's objectives."

AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion (2011), 131 S.Ct. 1740, 1748. The Act embodies a

"national policy favoring arbitration" (id. at 1749), and any ambiguities in the

10



interpretation of an arbitration clause are resolved in favor of arbitration. Moses H. Cone

Mem. Hosp. v: Mercury Construction Corp. (1983), 460 U.S. 1, 24-25. Ohio has adopted

the same public policy favoring arbitration, and similarly resolves ambiguities in favor of

arbitration. Hayes v. Oakridge Home (2009), 122 Ohio St.3d 63,1115.

In light of the strong national policy favoring arbitration, the prevailing federal

rule of law is that dispute resolution procedures that use "may" when describing a

claimant's right to file an arbitration demand are just as mandatory as those that use

"shall." See, e.g., U.S. v. Bankers Ins. Co. (C.A.4, 2001), 245 F.3d 315, 320-21; Conax

Florida Corp. v. Astrium Ltd. (M.D.Fla. 2007), 499 F.Supp.2d 1287, 1297; New York

Cross Harbor R.R. Terminal Corp. v. Consolidated Rail Corp. (E.D.N.Y. 1998), 72

F.Supp.2d 70, 76-77. The natural interpretation of "may" in that context is that it gives

both parties the power to require arbitration of a dispute; a claimant is always free to walk

away from a potential claim. Bankers Ins. Co., 245 F.3d at 320-21. But even if "may"

could also be construed to suggest or imply that either party may refuse arbitration of a

dispute, that potential ambiguity is "overcome by the principle that ambiguities are to be

construed in favor of arbitration." Conax Florida Corp., 499 F.Supp.2d at 1297. As

these courts recognize, "optional" arbitration clauses would be meaningless because

parties always retain the ability to agree to arbitrate a dispute. New York Cross, 72

F.Supp.2d at 77.

These authorities apply a fortiori to the Resolution Procedures and Arbitration

Policy at issue in this case. The Resolution Procedures use "may" three different times
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to: 1) describe the voluntary nature of the procedures in certain contexts (i.e., stating that

the "procedures may be used by employees to challenge the unresolved difference"

regarding application of a particular practice or procedure); and 2) describe the effect of a

failure to comply with those procedures (i.e., stating that "[i]f you fail to appeal a

decision with which you disagree, you may be precluded from taking your complaint to

an outside forum for resolution," and that "[f]aiiure to use these procedures may preclude

employees from pursuing any other legal rights the employees may have in court or in

other forums"). Each of these uses is grammatically accurate and does not give rise to an

ambiguity in the Resolution Procedures. Employees may, but need not, bring disputes to

Sherwin-Williams' attention that are unrelated to termination, discrimination, harassment

or retaliation. The failure to appeal a claim covered by the Arbitration Policy to

arbitration "may" preclude that employee from taking his or her complaint to an "outside

forum," unless the employee has timely filed a discrimination or similar charge with the

applicable governmental agency - which the Arbitration Policy expressly permits. And

the failure to use the procedures "may" preclude employees from pursuing other legal

rights, unless they have filed the charge mentioned above - or unless their dispute

encompasses one or more of the types of claims (such as ERISA claims or Fair Credit

Reporting Act claims) that are excepted from both the Resolution Procedures and the

Arbitration Policy.

Nothing about these three uses of "may" purports to modify Arbitration Policy

language mandating that covered disputes not resolved pursuant to the first three steps of
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the Resolution Procedures "shall be subject to mediation and/or arbitration under this

policy, which shall serve as the exclusive, final and binding resolution of the dispute to

the fullest extent permitted by law" (emphasis added). But even if the Eighth District

were correct in concluding that the use of "may" in the Resolution Procedures gives rise

to an ambiguity (see App. Op., 41128, 30), that ambiguity must be resolved in favor of

mandatory arbitration under controlling federal and Ohio law. Moses H. Cone, 460 U.S.

at 24-25; Hayes, 122 Ohio St.3d 63, at 915.

A contrary conclusion renders the Explanatory Notice clarifying the mandatory

arbitration procedure that Sherwin-Williams circulated to Hyde on three separate

occasions, and the Arbitration Policy itself, meaningless, contrary to basic contract

interpretation principles as well as federal case law. See, e.g., Foster Wheeler

Enviresponse, Inc. v. Franklin Cty. Convention Facilities Auth. (1997), 78 Ohio St.3d

353, 362 (related writings are to be construed "as a whole" and courts must avoid

constructions that would make a contract provision "meaningless"). Nor do Sherwin-

Williams' requests for additional time to attempt to resolve Hyde's complaints at earlier

steps in the dispute resolution process (see App. Op., 1I32), suggest that Sherwin-

Williams waived its rights under the Arbitration Policy. The Arbitration Act establishes

that, as a matter of federal law, "[a]ny doubts concerning the scope of arbitrable issues

should be resolved in favor of arbitration, whether the problem at hand is the construction

of the contract language itself or an allegation of waiver, delay, or a like defense to

arbitration." Moses H. Cone Mem. Hosp., 460 U.S. at 24-25. Accordingly, the Eighth
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District erred in holding that Hyde's age discrimination claim was not subject to

mandatory arbitration.

IV. CONCLUSION

For all the above reasons, this Court should accept jurisdiction, confirm that Ohio

arbitration law and policy recognize and parallel federal law and policy that the use of

"may" in a dispute resolution procedure does not render an arbitration agreement

optional, and reverse the judgment of the court of appeals.

Respectfully submitted,

"C?41^? e
IRENE C. KEYSE-WALKER (0013143)
(COUNSEL OF RECORD)
BENJAMIN C. SASSE (0072856)
TUCKER ELLIS & WEST LLP
1150 Huntington Building
925 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44115-1475
Tel: (216) 592-5000
Fax: (216) 592-5009
E-mail: ikeyse-walker(&tuckerellis.com

benjamin sasse(d)tuckerellis.com

Attorneys for Defendants-Appellants
The Sherwin-Williams Co., James
Mcllwee, and Timothy White
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KATHLEEN ANN KEOUGH, J.:

{¶ 1} Defendants-appellants, The Sherwin-Williams Company

("Sherwin-Williams" or the "Company"), James McIlwee, and Timothy White,

appeal from the trial court's judgment denying their motion to stay

proceedings pending arbitration of plaintiff-appellee Gary L. Hyde's age

discrimination claim. Finding no merit to the a.ppeal, we affirm.

{¶ 2} At issue in this case are Sherwin-Williams' Problem Resolution

Procedures ("PRP") and its Employment Dispute Mediation and Arbitration

Policy ("EDMAP"). The PRP and EDMAP are formalized procedures
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implemented by Sherwin-Williams for resolving employee disputes with the

Company.

{¶ 3} The PRP provides four steps for review of employee disputes: (1)

discussion with the employee's direct supervisor; (2) review of the supervisor's

decision by the next higher level of supervision, the human resources

manager for the employee's group, and the headquarters human resources

manager; (3) review by a panel consisting of various management personnel;

and (4) for certain claims, mediation and/or arbitration pursuant to the

EDMAP.

{¶ 4} The PRP provides that "[t]hese procedures may be used by

employees to challenge the unresolved differences regarding application of

Company policies, procedures or practices which affect their employment

situation. These procedures are intended to be an exclusive, final and

binding method to resolve all covered claims to the fullest extent permitted by

law. Failure to use these procedures may preclude employees from pursuing

any other legal right they may have in court or in other forums ***."

(Emphasis added.)

{¶ 5} The EDNIAP provides the additional steps of mediation and

arbivra±ien for eertan- Lypesof_dis_putes thatare notresolved through the

PRP. It states that "[d]isputes covered by this policy * * * shall first be

submitted to the internal steps of the applicable Group/Division [PRP]; If
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such disputes are not resolved pursuant to those internal steps, they shall be

subject to mediation and/or arbitration under this policy, which shall serve as

the exclusive, final and binding resolution of the dispute to the fullest extent

permitted by law."

{¶ 6} On a periodic basis, Sherwin-Williams requires its employees to

electronically review, acknowledge, and agree to certain policies and

procedures as a condition of their continued employment with the Company.

On three occasions - August 11, 2005, September 27, 2006, and February 1,

2008 - Hyde reviewed and acknowledged electronic versions of the

Company's "Explanatory Notice to Employees Regarding the PRP and

EDMAP" with corresponding links to complete versions of the PRP and

EDMAP.

{¶ 7} The Explanatory Notice that Hyde reviewed stated in relevant

part:

{¶ S} "[T]he Company and its employees agree to the fullest extent

permitted by law, to resolve covered disputes through mediation and/or

arbitration pursuant to the EDMAP, and to waive any right they may have to

utilize any other legal procedures for resolving disputes, including but not

11i„ited to the_right_to_file_in court_or to have a jury trial."

{¶ 9} Beginning in March 2007, shortly after defendant White became

Hyde's supervisor, Hyde began receiving negative performance evaluations,
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despite years of outstanding evaluations. Hyde subsequently initiated the

PRP process, challenging his performance reviews and alleging that

defendants McIlwee (who later became Hyde's supervisor) and White were

engaged in age-related bias toward him. Ultimately dissatisfied with the

resolution of his complaint, Hyde appealed the PRP Management

Committee's decision to mediation. Subsequently, in June 2009,

Sherwin-Williams terminated Hyde's employment. In December 2009, Hyde

filed this lawsuit against defendants-appellants, asserting that their actions

constituted age discrimination in violation of R.C. 4112 et seq.

{¶ 10} Before answering the complaint, defendants-appellants filed a

motion to stay proceedings pending arbitration. Appellants argued that

Hyde's age discrimination claim was subject to the arbitration agreement, as

set forth in the PRP and EDMAP. The trial court subsequently denied the

motion without opinion; this appeal followed.

II

{¶ 11} Appellants assert three assignments of error on appeal. They

contend that the trial court erred by: (1) not recognizing the written

agreement between Hyde and Sherwin-Williams as the exclusive, final, and

binding Nroced,a.re to resolve all disputes regarding employment

discrimination or the termination of Hyde's employment with

Sherwin-Wiiliams; (2) not staying the proceedings pending arbitration



pursuant to the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §1 et seq., and R.C. 2711.01

et seq.; and (3) denying their motion to stay proceedings pending arbitration.

{¶ 12} Initially, we note that appellants' brief does not comply with

App.R. 16 because appellants do not argue each assignment of error

separately. App.R. 16(A)(7) requires "[a]n argument containing the

contention of the appellant with respect to each assignment of error."

Although an appellate court may jointly consider assignments of error that

are related, the parties do not have the same option and are required to

separately argue each assignment of error. Fiorilli Constr., Inc. U. A.

Bonamase Contracting, Inc., Cuyahoga App. No. 94719, 2011-Ohio-107, ¶30.

{¶ 13} Under App.R. 12(A)(2), an appellate court "may disregard an

assignment of error presented for review if the party raising it fails to * * *

argue the assignment separately in the brief, as required under App.R.

16(A)." Thus, it would be within our discretion to simply disregard all of

appellants' assignments of error and summarily affirm the trial court.

Cleveland u. Posner, Cuyahoga App. No. 93893, 2010-Ohio-3091, ¶6.

Nevertheless, in the interest of justice, we will address appellants'

assignments of error. Further, we will consider them together, as they all

-rela-te tothe tria?_court'sdenial of arnpnllants' motion to stay the proceedings

pending arbitration.

III
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{¶ 14} In his brief in opposition to appellants' motion to stay proceedings

and compel arbitration, Hyde argued that arbitration was not mandatory

because the language of the PRP is ambiguous as to whether arbitration is

voluntary or mandatory and, further, that the PRP is procedurally and

substantively unconscionable and therefore, unenforceable as a matter of law.

On appeal, appellants contend that under the PRP and EDMAP, Hyde's

claim is subject to mandatory arbitration and the agreement is not

unconscionable.

{¶ 15} The determination of whether an arbitration clause is

unconscionable is a question of law; therefore, we apply a de novo standard of

review. Taylor Bldg. Corp. of Am. u. Benfield, 117 Ohio St.3d 352,

2008-Ohio-938, 884 N.E.2d 12. A de novo standard of review is likewise

appropriate in this case because the issue of whether the parties are bound by

the arbitration provisions in the PRP and EDMAP requires interpretation of

the contract, which is an issue of law. Berry u. Lupica, Cuyahoga App. No.

90657, 2008-Ohio-5102, ¶7; Ghanem u. Am. Greetings Corp., Cuyahoga App.

No. 82316, 2003-Ohio-5935, ¶11.

IV

-rll 116}Resalving- dicp,ate-s thrQUgh the extra-judicial process of

arbitration is generally favored in the law. Williams u. Aetna Fin. Co., 83

Ohio St.3d 464, 471, 1998-Ohio-294, 700 N.E.2d 859. An arbitration clause
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in a contract is generally viewed as an expression that the parties agree to

arbitrate disagreements within the scope of the clause, and, with limited

exceptions, an arbitration clause is to be upheld just as any other provision in

a contract. Id.; Vanyo v. Clear Channel Worldwide, 156 Ohio App.3d 706,

2004-Ohio-1793, 808 N.E.2d 482, ¶8. There is a strong presumption in favor

of arbitration, and any doubt should be resolved in favor of arbitrability.

Melia v. Officemax N. Am. Inc., Cuyahoga App. No. 87249, 2006-Ohio-4765,

¶15, citing Neubrander v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. (1992), 81 Ohio App.3d

308, 610 N.E.2d 1089.

{¶ 17} Under both the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §1 et seq.

(applicable in both federal and state courts),1 and Ohio's Arbitration Act, R.C.

2711.01 et seq., a trial court is required to stay proceedings when a party

demonstrates that an agreement exists between the parties to submit the

issue to arbitration. In order for an arbitration agreement to be enforceable,

however, the agreement must apply to the disputed issue and the parties

must have agreed to submit that particular issue or dispute to arbitration.

Ghanem, supra at ¶12.

{¶ 18} Hyde does not dispute that he agreed to the PRP as a term and

cand.tian_ of p,,,ployment. Hecontends that "jt]his case does not question if

Welss v. Voice/Fax Coip. (1994), 94 Ohio App.3d 309, 312, 640 N.E.2d 875, citing

Southland Corp. v. Keatirtg (1983), 465 U.S. 1, 14-16, 104 S.Ct. 852,79 L.Ed.2d 1.
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Mr. Hyde agreed to the PRP; it questions to what Mr. Hyde agreed."

(Emphasis in original.) While appellants assert that Hyde's

acknowledgment means he agreed that the PRP is mandatory and is

therefore precluded from pursuing his claim in court, Hyde contends that the

language of the PRP indicates that Sherwin-Williams' employees are not

required to participate in the PRP/EDMAP procedures.

{¶ 19} Hyde contends that this court's decisioin in Hardwick u.

Sherwin-Williams Co., Cuyahoga App. No. 81575, 2003-Ohio-657, supports

his conclusion. In Hardwick, two former employees of Sherwin-Williams

filed suit for sexual discrimination. The trial court denied Sherwin-Williams'

motion to stay proceedings pending arbitration under the PRP. On appeal,

this court found that neither plaintiff had signed or acknowledged receipt of

the PRP at the time of its distribution nor agreed to use the PRP as the sole

means of redress. Accordingly, this court held there was no mutual assent to

the PRP policy. Id., ¶13.

{¶ 20} Further, this court found that the language Sherwin-Williams

used to describe the PRP to its employees made the PRP seem optional.

Specifically, this court found language that "`[t]hese procedures may be used

^ .. ... * * *=.zPYl arf-t,_me Qsyp"S'plosees are
'oy__ 2rnp 1toyees * *

k»> <([ra
^^ ^^'li

vr og^i
l̂al -̂ fL ^̂ I and

eligible to use the Problem Resolution procedures ***", and failure to use

the procedures "`may preclude employees from pursuing any legal rights they
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may have in court or in other forums"' implied that employees had a choice as

to whether to use the PRP. Id, at ¶ 14. This court noted further that the

PRP applied unilaterally to the employees, but did not apply to any legal

claims that Sherwin-Williams might have against its employees. Id. at ¶3.

Further, this court found that the PRP did not condition continued

employment upon an employee's agreement to use the PRP procedures. Id.

at ¶6. Accordingly, this court held that "[b]ased on the language defendant

chose to employ in describing the PRP to its employees, we reject

[Sherwin-Williams'] contention that such procedures were clear and

unambiguous, mandatory conditions of employment." Id. at ¶16.

{¶ 21) Hyde contends that the language in the version of the PRP that

he acknowledged and agreed to is identical to that considered in Hardwich

and, accordingly, in light of this court's holding in Hardwick, his use of the

PRP is permissive, instead of mandatory.

{¶ 221 Hardwick, which was decided in 2003, described the PRP as a

"one-paged leaflet." Sherwin-Williams obviously made some changes to the

PRP after the Hardwick decision. The PRP acknowledged and agreed to by

Hyde is a four-page document and states that the PRP procedures "are

intended to be an exclusive, final and binding method to resolve all covered

claims to the fullest extent permitted by law." Further, it conditions

employment and continued employment upon an employee's agreement to
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resolve covered disputes through the PRP procedures.

{¶ 23} Nevertheless, the PRP still contains language implying that the

PRP is optional. The PRP acknowledged by Hyde provides that "[t]hese

procedures may be used by employees to challenge the unresolved differences

*** which affect their employment situation." (Emphasis added.) Further,

despite an unequivocal assertion in the PRP that the PRP methods are

"intended to be an exclusive, final and binding method to resolve all covered

claims," the PRP states that "if you fail to appeal a decision with which you

disagree, you may be precluded from taking your complaint to an outside

forum for resolution" and "[f]ailure to use the procedures may preclude

employees from pursuing any other legal rights the employees may have in

court or in other forums." (Emphasis added.) These sentences clearly

suggest that there may be situations where an employee is not precluded

from pursuing his claim in court and, hence, that the procedures are not the

final, mandatory means of resolving all employee disputes.

{¶ 24} Similarly, although appellants contend that Hyde signed two

documents during the PRP process in which he acknowledged and agreed

that the PRP and EDMAP processes were the exclusive, final, and binding

means- by whichtnrgeoli7ehi_c f`l3imG,3dditlonal.langugAge,. caAitahZ2Cl, in

bold print and immediately following the provision that identified the

procedures as "binding" stated:
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{¶ 25) "I FURTHER UNDERSTAND THAT IF I DO NOT USE THESE

PROCEDURES, I MAY BE PRECLUDED FROM PURSUING ANY OTHER

LEGAL RIGHTS I MAY HAVE IN COURT OR IN OTHER FORUMS."

{¶ 26} We find that Sherwin-Williams' repeated representations that an

employee's failure to follow the PRP "may" preclude that employee from

seeking redress in outside forums expressly contradicts appellants' position

that the procedures outlined in the PRP are the exclusive method for

resolving employee disputes. By virtue of the language used - the same

language the Hardwick court found indicated that use of the PRP was

optional - appellants implied that there would be circumstances where an

employee would not be prevented from pursuing resolution of their legal

claims in outside forums, i.e., that the PRP procedures are not mandatory,

final, or binding.

{¶ 27} Another phrase in the PRP - that "[d]isputes covered by the

EDMAP that are not satisfactorily resolved through the initial steps of the

Procedures are subject to mediation and/or arbitration" - likewise suggests

that arbitration is not mandatory. The "and/or" language suggests that an

employee is allowed to choose one or the other and that arbitration was not

rp ;uired-;n th;s_case_because Hydeengag_ed in mediation.

{¶ 28} Although appellants contend that the EDMAP makes clear that

mediation and/or arbitration is final and binding, the EDNIAP is merely a
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subpart of the PRP, which indicates that the procedures are optional and that

employees might be able to pursue their claims in outside forums. In short,

one part of the document indicates that the procedures are optional while the

other suggests the procedures are mandatory.

{¶ 29} Further, we are not persuaded by appellants' assertion that the

"may" language in the PRP simply means that an employee has the option of

going to arbitration or doing nothing. Appellants contend that a "long line"

of federal and appellate courts have analyzed the use of the word "may" in

mandatory arbitration agreements and concluded that it means that an

employee who does not want arbitration has the option of abandoning his

claim; appellants argue that the same interpretation should apply to the

PRP: Specifically, appellants direct us to Rutter u. Darden Restaurants, Inc.

(C.D.Cal.2008), No. CV 08-6106 AHM (Ssx), which they contend is "strikingly

similar" to this case. In Rutter, the plaintiff, like Hyde, did not dispute that

he had agreed to a four-step mediation and arbitration procedure, but argued

that the process was not mandatory because one sentence in the agreement

provided that upon the conclusion of mediation, "if the dispute involves a

legal claim, either the Employee or the Company can submit the matter to

h;ndingarbitr_ation." The Rutter court rejected the plaintiffs assertion that

this language meant that arbitration was permissive, rather than mandatory,

because it found that other language in the agreement stated unequivocally
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that binding arbitration was the "sole and final process and remedy." The

court further found that the phrase at issue "merely means a party who does

not want arbitration has the option to abandon the claim. A party can

choose between invoking his right to arbitration or forgoing further review."

Appellants argue that we should reach the same result here.

{¶30} But the language of the arbitration agreements in Rutter and the

other cases cited by appellants for this proposition is not relevant to the

clause at issue here. The arbitration agreements in those cases contained

clauses that essentially stated in various ways that "disputes may be referred

to arbitration," which courts have widely interpreted to mean that a party has

the choice between arbitration and abandonment of his claim.2 But the

"may" language in the phrase at issue here, i.e., "failure to use these

procedures may preclude employees from pursuing any other legal rights they

may have in court or in other forums," appears in a different context and is

not used in reference to presenting a claim for arbitration. Further, even

construing the word "may" as permissive, rather than mandatory, as

appellants would have us do, the phrase is subject to several interpretations.

Interpreted one way, the phrase could mean that there may be some

ZSee, e.g., Allis-Chalmers Corp. v. Lueck (1985), 471 U.S. 202, 204, n.1, 105 S.Ct. 1304, 85

L.Ed.2d 206 ("questions * * * may be presented for arbitration"); Nemitz v. Nottolk & W. Ry Co.

(C.A.6 1971), 436 F.2d 841, 849 ("disputes may be referred to arbitration"); United States v. Bankels

Ins. Co. (C.A.4 2001), 245 F.3d 315, 320-21 ("any * * * dispute may be submitted to arbitration").
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situations where using the PRP is an option; interpreted another way, the

phrase could mean that an employee is required to use the PRP in order to

preserve his right to an outside forum. Neither interpretation is consistent

with a conclusion that the phrase simply means that an employee has the

option of proceeding with arbitration or giving up his claim.

{¶31} Furthermore, as evidenced by Sherwin-Williams' dealings with

Hyde regarding his dispute, it is apparent that even Sherwin-Williams and

its representatives are unable to determine exactly what is required by the

PRP/ EDMAP procedures. The PRP states that "the issues covered under

these procedures shall include the full range of employment-related issues

including * * * performance evaluations," and Hyde's claims are premised

upon the negative performance evaluations he received from defendants

Mcllwee and White. After the parties participated in mediation, Hyde

requested that the parties submit their dispute to arbitration. Although the

PRP specifically states that the procedures cover performance evaluations, in

response to Hyde's request, Sherwin-Williams' Vice President of Employee

Relations informed him that "disputes regarding performance evaluations per

se are not subject to mediation/arbitration pursuant to the EDIVIAP policy"

s-nd-ask_ed_thatheamQnd_his__request to identif1' ^"the a r1o_riate triggering^___

claim." But now, despite the response from Sherwin-Williams'

representative indicating that Hyde's complaint was not subject to



arbitration, appellants argue that. the PRP and EDMAP "explicitly

encompass" his claims.

{¶ 32} Nevertheless, appellants' actions in this case indicate that the

procedures are not mandatory. On several occasions during the

PRP/EDMAP procedures, Hyde requested amendments to the procedures, all

of which Sherwin-Williams denied. Sherwin-Williams' representative

'advised Hyde that the PRP procedures were "non-negotiable" and that the

parties "must adhere" to the process to maintain the "integrity" of same. But

although Sherwin-Williams insisted that Hyde's obligations under the

procedures were mandatory, appellants did not comply with the procedures

that outlined what they were required to do during the PRP/EDMAP process.

The record reflects that appellants missed every deadline imposed by their

own "mandatory" procedures for responding to Hyde's complaint, telling Hyde

their tardy responses were due to "extenuating circumstances" or "travel

schedules." Thus, appellants ignored the mandates imposed on them by the

"mandatory" language of the procedures but now argue that the procedures

impose a mandatory obligation on Hyde. One can only conclude from

appellants' unilateral determination that the "shall" language of the

prncQduresimuosedonvl _V?ermissive obligations on them that the procedures

are in actuality permissive, not mandatory.

{$ 33} Despite the strong policy favoring arbitration, we are compelled
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to find that in light of the language of the PRP/EDMAP and appellants'

actions with respect to Hyde's dispute, Hyde did not agree to mandatory

arbitration as the exclusive remedy for his dispute. Accordingly, the trial

court did not err in denying appellants' motion to stay proceedings and

compel arbitration.

{¶ 341 Appellants' assignments of error are overruled.

It is ordered that appellee recover from appellants costs herein taxed.

The court finds there were reasonable grounds for this appeal.

It is ordered that a special mandate be sent to said court to carry this

judgment into execution.

A certified copy of this entry shall constitute the mandate pursuant to

Rule 27 of the Rules of Appellate Procedure.

KATHLEEN ANN KEOUGH, JUDGE

MARY EILEEN KILBANE, A.J., CONCURS; and
COLLEEN CONWAY COONEY, J., DISSENTS WITH
SEPARATE OPINION.

COLLEEN CONWAY COONEY, J., DISSENTING:

{¶ 35} I respectfully dissent. I would reverse the court's denial of the

-^ ^stay because HycLe s com-laint is guhTect to the arb -1-tratiorr p -ravisiGn -he

requested two years ago. Hyde pursued every step in his employer's dispute
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resolution policy, unlike the plaintiffs in Hardwick who were unaware of the

policy in 1999-2000. The version of the policy in effect at that time consisted

of a one-page leaflet - a far different scenario than presented by Hyde in

2009. Therefore, I find Hardwick easily distinguishable.

{¶ 361 The EDMAP specifically states:

{¶ 37) "WAIVER OF EMPLOYEES' RIGHTS TO UTILIZE OTHER
LEGAL PROCEDURES FOR RESOLVING DISPUTES

{¶ 381 In the absence of this policy, employees with covered disputes
which were not resolved by the internal steps of the applicable
Group/Division Problem Resolution Procedures, would need to initiate legal
proceedings, which may entail time consuming proceedings, lengthy delays
and expensive legal costs. Accordingly, by giving employees the right to
utilize mediation and/or arbitration under this policy, the Company is
granting a benefit to employees to which they would not otherwise be

entitled.

{¶ 391 In exchange for this benefit, the Company and its employees shall
be deemed by virtue of the employment and as a condition of employment, to
have agreed to the fullest extent permitted by law, to resolve covered disputes
through mediation and/or arbitration pursuant to this policy, and to waive
any right they may have to utilize any other legal procedures for resolving

disputes, including but not limited to the right to sue in court or to have a
jury trial. However, nothing in this policy or any other Company policy,
procedure or document prevents employees from exercising protected rights
to file a charge or a complaint, or to otherwise participate in any manner in
investigations, hearings, or proceedings with administrative agencies,
including but not limited to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
state or local agencies handling discrimination claims, the National Labor
Relations Board, the Department of Labor or state or local agencies handling

wage and hour claims, etc."

{¶ 40) Hyde understood this condition of his employment, this tienefit

that would prevent "lengthy delays" if he initiated legal proceedings. I
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would reverse the denial of the motion for stay so the parties may pursue the

arbitration they each sought, albeit at different times.
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